
WonderGamer  Jun 24 @ 2:23pm

I read about the random drops & customization, nearly got it during this sale. The reason 

why I decided not to purchase it (probably won't in the future) goes back to my Destiny

purchase on the PS3. Bungie has completely ignored my requests for proper 

keyboard/mouse support in that game, so I wasn't willing to put any more money into the 

game when The Taken King came out. Destiny really isn't worth playing without having all 

the DLC due to P2W mechanics in the DLC (equipment stats mainly), so I removed the 

game from my PS3 the day after the The Taken King pre-patch. At this point I am 

boycotting Bungie for that reason. Seeing as Activision is the publisher for that game also, 

this is the reason why I passed on purchasing this game & likely won't be purchasing any 

other new games with their logo on it (with perhaps the exception of DLC for games I 

already have) until one of my Destiny friends gets back to me & let's me know that proper 

keyboard/mouse support has been added to the game. 
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Why did you post this ♥♥♥♥ twice? 
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Cool story, bro. 
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…#2

0/10 pointless thread. 

#3

Originally posted by BlueZebra_:

0/10 pointless thread. 

0/10 pointless response.

Added to ignore list for acting like a fool; you're not worth my time to report.

Originally posted by Batman:

Why did you post this ♥♥♥♥ twice? 

Got an error the first time I tried to post it, must not have noticed the second thread... I'll see if I can 

delete the other one.

EDIT: Deleted extra thread 

Last edited by WonderGamer; Jun 24 @ 3:22pm #4

Originally posted by WonderGamer:

Originally posted by BlueZebra_:

0/10 pointless thread. 

0/10 pointless response.

Added to ignore list for acting like a fool; you're not worth my time to report.

Originally posted by Batman:

Why did you post this ♥♥♥♥ twice? 
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Originally posted by Batman:

Why did you post this ♥♥♥♥ twice? 

Got an error the first time I tried to post it, must not have noticed the second thread... I'll see if I can 

delete the other one.

EDIT: Deleted extra thread 

Even if you "added" that guy to your "ignore list" he can still respond to your post.

Also, yeah pointless thread is pointless.

And kudos on calling someone a fool when you post a thread that is not contributing to anything 

what so ever. 

#5

Also:

Destiny =/= Transformers: Devastation

PC =/= PS3

Bungie =/= Platinum games.

Get the ♥♥♥♥ out of here with your ♥♥♥♥. 

#6

Originally posted by WonderGamer:

I read about the random drops & customization, nearly got it during this sale. The reason why I 

decided not to purchase it (probably won't in the future) goes back to my Destiny purchase on the 

PS3. Bungie has completely ignored my requests for proper keyboard/mouse support in that game, 

so I wasn't willing to put any more money into the game when The Taken King came out. Destiny

really isn't worth playing without having all the DLC due to P2W mechanics in the DLC (equipment 

stats mainly), so I removed the game from my PS3 the day after the The Taken King pre-patch. At 

this point I am boycotting Bungie for that reason. Seeing as Activision is the publisher for that game 

also, this is the reason why I passed on purchasing this game & likely won't be purchasing any 

other new games with their logo on it (with perhaps the exception of DLC for games I already have) 

until one of my Destiny friends gets back to me & let's me know that proper keyboard/mouse 

support has been added to the game. 

f*ck you cun ty cu nt 

#7
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f*ck you cun ty cu nt 

#7

Yeah, you show 'em. That'll learn Platinum what happens when they make their own completely 

unique game published by any publisher who supported a completely seperate dev team with a 

history of really successful games that made another hugely successful game that you personally 

had some piddly issues with.

Get shrekt p-star.

Side note: People use M&K all the time on Destiny. It takes astoundingly little effort. 

#8

"I'm not buying a game from Platinum because I didn't like that a game Bungie made for consoles 

used normal console controls!"

wat

Last edited by The Mayor of Murder Town; Jun 25 @ 9:12am #9

Wow we are all very happy for you.! 

#10

Originally posted by Knifight:

Yeah, you show 'em. That'll learn Platinum what happens when they make their own completely 

unique game published by any publisher who supported a completely seperate dev team with a 

history of really successful games that made another hugely successful game that you personally 

had some piddly issues with.

The developers of this game shouldn't be the one being targeted over it & I regret that's the case, 

however they have the same publisher. Personally I wasn't going to extend the boycott against 

Bungie to the publisher, but in some cases this is needed; one example would be all these indie 
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The developers of this game shouldn't be the one being targeted over it & I regret that's the case, 

however they have the same publisher. Personally I wasn't going to extend the boycott against 

Bungie to the publisher, but in some cases this is needed; one example would be all these indie 

games that gained a publisher (one in particular that I can think of, however can't remember the 

name at the moment) that loopholes the game through Greenlight, then gives the finger on Steam 

keys to anybody who purchased the game through other sites (bundle sites mainly). In this case I 

would say it was more of a matter of priority of other games due to lack of money & the publisher 

was the reason for it. This thread is more directed at the publishers than anybody, hopefully getting 

Activision to lean on Bungie a bit to try & get them to add proper keyboard/mouse support.

Originally posted by Knifight:

Side note: People use M&K all the time on Destiny. It takes astoundingly little effort.

If you have a device that emulates that support, it's still not legit support however... I had an XIM4 

to do this, but you're still limited to the turning restrictions of the controller & turning sensitivity was 

always bad in Destiny anyways. All together I wasted around $225 dollars on it (Destiny Guardian 

Edition pre-order after playing the beta + XIM4; not including $330 spent on 2 wireless PS3 

headsets & a Logitech G700 gaming mouse seeing as they're still useable) a purchase I regret 

now & as a result, I won't be purchasing FPS/TPS games on console systems anymore (even if 

they are exclusive to consoles, which was the case with Destiny). Sadly, the PS2 seems to be 

more advanced when it came to developers adding that support legit, seeing as it seems to be 

avoided on newer console systems... 

Last edited by WonderGamer; Jun 25 @ 12:46pm #11

I've never seen a dumber thread. Destiny being brought up made you lose all credibility. Just 

because both are published by Actvision doesn't mean they're similar. Be careful guys. If you hurt 

his feelings, he throws a tantrum and ignores you! Lol! Tell me you aren't an adult. 

#12

Originally posted by Ebon Wolf:

I've never seen a dumber thread. Destiny being brought up made you lose all credibility. Just 

because both are published by Actvision doesn't mean they're similar. Be careful guys. If you hurt 

his feelings, he throws a tantrum and ignores you! Lol! Tell me you aren't an adult. 

You must think I care about your opinion. Your statements mean nothing to me, this was a thread 
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his feelings, he throws a tantrum and ignores you! Lol! Tell me you aren't an adult. 

You must think I care about your opinion. Your statements mean nothing to me, this was a thread 

directed at the publishers. Anybody who wants to act like a troll in this thread, you're wasting your 

breath & very possibly going to get your Steam account banned if you make the verbal assault bad 

enough. If the publishers have something to say about this thread, I will listen to them, but anybody 

who thinks their opinions are going to deter my stance on my decision to purchase the game, go 

soak your head in the toilet, maybe get some of the crap out of your head, then perhaps you'll think 

clearer & be able to make a half-way decent response (not likely). 

Last edited by WonderGamer; Jun 25 @ 11:33pm #13

Originally posted by WonderGamer:

Originally posted by Ebon Wolf:

I've never seen a dumber thread. Destiny being brought up made you lose all credibility. Just 

because both are published by Actvision doesn't mean they're similar. Be careful guys. If you hurt 

his feelings, he throws a tantrum and ignores you! Lol! Tell me you aren't an adult. 

You must think I care about your opinion. Your statements mean nothing to me, this was a thread 

directed as the publishers. Anybody who wants to act like a troll in this thread, you're wasting your 

breath & very possibly going to get your Steam account banned if you make the verbal assault bad 

enough. If the publishers have something to say about this thread, I will listen to them, but anybody 

who thinks their opinions are going to deter my stance on my decision to purchase the game, go 

soak your head in the toilet, maybe get some of the crap out of your head, then perhaps you'll think 

clearer & be able to make a half-way decent response (not likely). 

Of course I'm trolling for pointing out your pointless thread. Everyone who offends you is a troll! 

Your life is clearly devoid of any real meaning given your responses to people on here and your 

overall demeanor. Take a deep breath and maybe go outside for once. It would do you good and 

maybe you'll be able to untighten yourself. Maybe you'll even lose the juvenille and petty attempts 

at insulting people. Again, are you an adult? Because it certainly doesn't seem like it. 

#14

Originally posted by Ebon Wolf:

Of course I'm trolling for pointing out your pointless thread. Everyone who offends you is a troll! Your 

life is clearly devoid of any real meaning given your responses to people on here and your overall 
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Originally posted by Ebon Wolf:

Of course I'm trolling for pointing out your pointless thread. Everyone who offends you is a troll! Your 

life is clearly devoid of any real meaning given your responses to people on here and your overall 

demeanor. Take a deep breath and maybe go outside for once. It would do you good and maybe 

you'll be able to untighten yourself. Maybe you'll even lose the juvenille and petty attempts at 

insulting people. Again, are you an adult? Because it certainly doesn't seem like it. 

Seems to me with your previous statements & assumptions, you don't deserve that information. 

People who want to make civil responses, I will be happy to respond to them in a pleasant mannor. 

So far however, all I've gotten is verbal attacks, harassment & belittling, mental assessments, so I 

haven't really had a reason to take anybody seriously who has responded to this thread so far. 

#15
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